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This paper studies well (quasi) orderings described as rewrite orderings and proposes a
new family of well (quasi) orderings that extends the embedding or divisibility order of
G. Higman. For instance, the well (quasi) orderings proposed in this paper may contain
pairs of the form f (f (x)) > f (g(f (x))) . Conditions called basicity and projectivity under
which the transitive closure of a well-founded rewrite relation is a well-quasi-ordering
are given
. A tool based on narrowing is proposed for proving projectivity .
Introduction and notations
In this paper, we are interested in properties of well (quasi) orderings and their connec-
tion with proofs of termination of rewrite systems . In particular, we propose an extension
of Higman's theorem (Higman 1952) . We consider the set T(F) of terms on a set F of
symbols where each operator f E F has a fixed arity. Therefore we do not consider the
set of varyadic terms as in Kruskal's theorem (Kruskal 1960, Nash-Williams 1963) .
Most notations and terminology are borrowed from Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990) .
\ is the set difference and the relation difference . Given a term t, 0(t) is the set of positions
in t, and 0(t) is the set of internal positions in t, i .e ., the set of positions p such that
ti p (the subterm of t at position p) is not variable . A (rewrite) rule is an oriented pair
of terms. X is a set of symbols {x, y, x, . . .,
01)
. . ., x,,, . . .,
	
called variables .
T(.F, X) is the set of terms with symbols in F and variables X. A linear term is a term
where each variable occurs only once . E(T) is the set of substitutions with range T, i .e .,
the mapping from X to E . We write to for the result of ,applying the substitution o to
the term t . Therefore, E(T(F)) (resp . E(T(F, X))) is the set of substitutions with range
T(F) (resp . T(Y, X)) . We say that a relation 1- satisfies the replacement property if
s F- t =*f( . . .,s, . . .) F- f( . . .,t, . . .) .
t This research was sponsored by ESPRIT Basic Research Action COMPASS #3264
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A relation F- is invariant for a set E of substitutions if
(dol E E) s I- t =* so F- to, .
A relation is fully invariant if it is invariant for E(T( .F)) . A fully invariant relation which
has the replacement property is called a rewrite relation . The rewrite relation generated
by a set R of ordered pairs of terms, also called rewrite rules, is written -•R . Given a
set R of rule and a term t, we write Rat for the set of rules in R with left-hand side
t. The transitive and reflexive closure of -''R is called the derivability relation (induced
by R) and written -!+R
. If the derivability relation is well-founded it is called a rewrite
ordering . We also consider two classical orderings on terms, the subsumption ordering D
and the encompassment ordering ®, with the following definitions : a term 8 is subsumed
by a term t, written s D t, if there is a substitution o, such that s = tor and a term s
encompasses a term t, written sit, if t subsumes a subterm of s .
The concept of incrementality of orderings is especially useful in completion to avoid
unnecessary failures. This concept used in REVE (Forgard and Detlefs 1985, Lescanne
1983) was described as a main feature of the decomposition ordering (Jouannaud, Les-
canne and Reinig 1982) . A well-founded ordering is incremental if all its extensions are
still well-founded . From a practical point of view, one wants to answer positively the
following question: can a well-founded ordering be extended (by adding pairs that are
currently incomparable) and still remain well-founded? For this, one has to forbid the
possibility of adding an infinite decreasing chain, therefore an incremental ordering has
to satisfy the following properties :
1 it is well-founded,
2 there is no infinite set of pairwise uncomparable elements .
This properties are precisely the definition of well-quasi-orderings . Therefore incremental
orderings are well-quasi-orderings.
Well-quasi-orderings have two alternate definitions that will be used freely in the sequel .
An ordering > is a well-quasi-ordering if and only if it satisfies one of the following
conditions .
- Each infinite sequence (t„)fEN contains a pair ti, tj such that i > j and
ti > t j .
- From each infinite sequence (t„ ), E N, one can extract an infinite increasing subse-
quence . In other words, there exists an increasing function cp : N -+ N such that
t,
'(n+1) > lv(n) .
The concept of well quasi-ordering can be traced back to Janet 1920 (Lescanne 1989 is
an English translation of the main section) . Dickson 1913 proposed also a variant of the
same results, but without presenting well-quasi-orderings as in Janet. Dershowitz 1987,
Gallier 1991 and Kruskal 1972 give more information on well quasi-orderings.
For the rewrite orderings we consider, we are interested more by the fact that they
are well-quasi-orderings than by their well-foundedness . Since these relations we consider
are both well quasi-orderings and rewrite orderings, we propose to call them well rewrite
orderings .
Section 1 presents known well-quasi-orderings as well rewrite orderings . Section 2 in-
troduces two concepts : basicity and projectivity and then gives the main theorem of this
paper, namely that the rewrite relations generated by terminating, basic and projective
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rewrite systems are well rewrite orderings . It introduces a relation generated by a set of
ordered pairs which is not the derivability relation and which we call pseudo-derivability .
Pseudo-derivability coincides with derivability in systems we call projective and for which
the main theorem is stated . Section 3 contains several examples of well rewrite orderings .
Section 4 proposes a procedure for proving projectivity of terminating rewriting systems .
A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the fifth symposium on Logic in
Computer Science (Lescanne, 1990) .
1 . Two well rewrite orderings
We present here only two well rewrite orderings through their underlying term rewrite
systems .
1 .1 . HIGMAN DIVISIBILITY ORDER
The divisibility order or embedding on 7(,F) is the rewrite relation
-EMB
where
'EMB is given by the following term rewrite system EMB
f(xl, . . .,x,) -# xi for all i E [1 . .n]
EMB
where the f's are all the operators in .F. In other words `>EMB is the smallest derivability
relation generated by EMB. In this framework, Higman's theorem asserts :
THEOREM 1 .1 . (HIGMAN 1952) The derivability relation
;'EMB
is a well rewrite or-
dering .
A relation that contains £MB is said to satisfy the subterm property . Orderings that
contain the embedding are called simplification orderings, because they have the so-called
subterm property . As a consequent weakness they can orient the equation f (f(x)) =
f (g(f(x))) only into the rule f (g(f(x))) -+ f (f(x)) showing their inability to prove
termination of the rule f (f(x)) -+ f (g (f (x))) . A remedy to this situation is provided by
Puel's pattern ordering (fuel Rewriting Techniques and Applications 1989) .
1 .2 . FUEL EMBEDDING WITH PATTERNS
Puel (J. Symbolic Computation 1989) considers an extension of Higman's theorem
based on patterns . In term of rules, she basically considers a set P of rules
p(xl, . . . , x„)
v
xi for all i E [1 . .n]
where each p is a linear term of T( .F, X) also called a pattern, and n is the number of
variables occurring in this pattern . The set of patterns is written P . In order to make the
derivability relation a well-quasi-ordering, the set P has to be unavoidable which means
that all but finitely many ground terms must encompass a pattern in P, where A denotes
the finite set of exceptions ; in other words
(Vt E T(F) \ A) (3p E P) t 0--p-
F = { f(x1, . . . , x„) I f E F} is trivially an unavoidable set of patterns. Notice that F
is the set of patterns used in Higman's relation -+eMB . With general patterns, Puel's
theorem asserts :
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THEOREM 1 .2 . (PUEL 1989) The relation -+p is a well rewrite ordering if and only if
P is unavoidable .
2. An extension of Higman's theorem
We will use a property stronger than unavoidability . With an unavoidable set P, Puel
requires each sufficiently large term to encompass a pattern in P. With a basis G, we
require every sufficiently large term to match a unique pattern in G. Let us give a formal
definition of a basis .
DEFINITION 2 .1 . (BASIS) A basis G is a finite set of linear terms with two properties .
There exists a finite set A of ground terms not subsumed by a term in G. For every term t
in T(F) \ A there exists a unique term g in G that subsumes t . In other words
(i) (Vt E T (Y) \ A) (3! g E G) t > g
(ii) (Vt E A) (Vg E G) g 1~ t
and for t E A, there exists no term in G that subsumes t .
Puel (Rewriting Techniques and Applications 1989) introduces a similar concept she calls
unavoidability of patterns at the root . The differences are that she allows several patterns
to match the same term and she requires matching at the root for any tree . Note that AUG
is a finite set of unavoidable patterns at the root . The concept of basis was introduced
independently by Tajine (1991) for problems related to explicit representations of tree
languages. Basicity can be easily decided, indeed the existence of a subsuming pattern
in G for each term can be proved by using techniques of covering known in proofs of
sufficient completeness of rewrite systems (Nipkow and Weikum 1983), the unicity of the
subsuming pattern says that two patterns never unify . We now define what we call a
basic set of rules .
DEFINITION 2 .2 . (BASIC SETS OF REWRITE RULES) A set of rewrite rules is basic if the
set of its left-hand sides is a basis .
Note that the same left-hand side may appear in more than one rewrite rule . The rea-
son for using subsumption (D) instead of encompassment (t) comes from the proof of
the main theorem . This definition allows us to mimic Nash-William's proof of well-
quasi-orderedness, which we cannot do with encompassment . Extending our result with
unavoidability, i .e., with encompassment is an open problem. It is important that the
different left-hand sides form a basis, therefore the definition prevents any term, in-
cluding ground terms, from matching two different patterns at the top . For instance,
{f (r) -+ g(x), f (a) -+ a} is not a basic set of rewrite rules, since f(a) matches two
different left-hand sides . But {f (x) g(x), f (x) a} is basic .
We first define a relation generated by a set of rules which we call pseudo-derivability .
This relation which is contained in derivability under certain conditions (projectivity)
will allow us to state a general theorem with minimal requirements .
DEFINITION 2 .3 . (PSEUDO-DERIVABILITY) Given a finite set R of rules, R-pseudo-de-
rivability is the relation cR
defined by the following inference rules
8`-+R8
do
-%R
t
go -'R t
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(1)
for g--rd E R (2)
dio• c~.R dA . . .,d„go C-* .R d„gB
for Rig = {g-+d1 i . . .,g- .d„9}
(3)
90' `-'R 90
As stated in proposition 2 .2, pseudo-derivability is under some conditions an extension
of derivability. Condition (2) says that a term s pseudo-derivates to a term t if one can
obtain t from s by a head rewrite . Condition (3) says that s pseudo-derivates to t, if s
and t have the same pattern g at the top and if for each rule g -+ d, do pseudo-derivates
to dB . For instance, suppose
R = {h(x, y) - f(x),
h(x,
y)
-+
y, f(a) - f(b)}
we can assert that h(h(a, b), c) R-pseudo-derivates to f (h(a, b)) by (2). Furthermore,
h(s i , 82) R-pseudo-derivates to h(ti, t 2 ), if f (s i ) R-pseudo-derivates to f(t1) and
82
R-
pseudo-derivates to t2 . Thus h(a, y) R-pseudo-derivates to h(b, y) .
PROPOSITION 2.1 . (TRANSITIVITY OF PSEUDO-DERIVABILITY) If R is basic then the
pseudo-derivability relation, C-
*
+
R, is transitive .
PROOF. Let s, t and u be three terms such that s L*-+R t and t
L
*
-+
R u . Consider the proofs
of 8 `%R
t and t "~R u whose size (the number of inference steps) are respectively m and n .
The proof is by induction on m + n . Several cases have to be checked .
8
`-+R t uses inference rule (1) which means s =
t, then transitivity is obvious .
Similarly, if t !+R u uses inference rule (1) .
Suppose that s yR
t uses inference rule (2) which means s = go for (g, d) E R
and do `+R t . By induction do C-*+R u on which one can apply inference rule (2) to
conclude
90"-+R
u .
Suppose that 8 -y-+R t uses inference rule (3) which means there exist two substi-
tutions o and 0 such that s = go, t = gO and dio
`±'R
dj0, . . ., d„9o
`!'R d„9
B .
Whichever inference rule (2) or (3) is used for t
`-*+R
u, t has to match a left-hand
side of an ordered pair in R. Basicity tells us that this matched term is unique, it
has to be g with matching substitution 0 . Consider now the two cases .
- t `;+R u uses inference rule (2) . There exists (g, di) E R such that di 0 `+R
u .
Proof of s
csR
t yields among other dio !+R d10, therefore by induction dio "R u.
Now inference rule (2) can be used to conclude s = go '"4R
u .
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- t
--+R
u relies on inference rule (3) . Therefore there exists a substitution p such
that u . gp and d10 `~R dlp, . . ., dn99 `!+R d,,,p . The induction hypothesis can
be applied to pairs
(dio di g, dig
dip),
. . .,
(dn,Q dn,e, dn,e `% dn,p)
R R R R
to conclude d, o,
* R
dip, . . ., d.,o,
R
d„ 9p . By inference rule (3) one gets t
`+R
u .
0
Notice that the above proof relies on the uniqueness of the pattern g, which is part of
the definition of a basic set of rules . If the set of rules is not basic, like
R = {g(x) --+ d(x), g(b) --+ b, d(a) -+ d(b), d(d(x)) -+ x, d(g(x)) -+ x}
the pseudo-derivability may not be transitive . For instance, with the previous set, one
has g(a)
`*+R
g(b) and g(b) `±+R b, but not g(a) -!+R
b .
THEOREM 2.1 . (WELL QUASI-ORDEREDNESS OF PSEUDO-DERIVABILITY) Let R be a fi-
nite basic set of rewrite rules . If the R-pseudo-derivability is well-founded, then it is a
well rewrite ordering .
PROOF. We write
`+R
for the relation `++R \-'R . The key to the proof is an induction
on ++R which is well-founded by assumption . The proof of the theorem is based on
Nash-William's least counter-example method (Nash-Williams 1963) used in the proofs
of Kruskal's and Higman's theorems . In those proofs, "least" means "with respect to the
size", here "least" is "with respect to
c-
+-+R" .
Suppose the pseudo-derivability relation, C-*-+R, is not a well-quasi-ordering . There-
fore there exists an infinite sequence which is a least counter-example
sequences in the following sense . It contains no pair (t ;, tj) with i > j and t, `;'R tj
and there is no counter-example sequence starting with s such that t o
`+-+R
s and more
generally there exists no counter-example sequence starting with to , . . . , t,,, s such that
to+i C+-+R s. Non well-quasi-orderedness of -~+R and well-foundedness of `+-'+R imply that
such a least counter-example sequence exists .
Since the system R is basic, there exists a left-hand side g of a rule in R and an
infinite subsequence of (ti)iEN with top pattern g, more precisely there exist an increasing
function
cP
: N -+ N and a sequence (on )nEN of substitutions such that gon = tw(n ) .
Let Rjg be {g -+ d i , . . . , g -
dn9}
. Fork E [1 . .n9J and X : N - N an increasing
function, a sequence (dkox(n))nEN cannot be a counter-example sequence . Otherwiset
to, . . .,
twox(o)-1 , dkox(o)
, dkox(1),
. . .
would be a counter-example sequence smaller than (t„)nEN
;
it is smaller than (tn )nE
N,
since tsox(o) = 9ox(o) `-+R
dkox (o) and it is a counter-example sequence because one can
have
t o is the usual notation for composition of functions .
neither ti `-*+R tj for Sp o x(O) > i > j
nor dkvx(m ) yR dkox(,) for m > p > 0, since
(dkox(n))nEN
is supposed to be a
counter-example sequence,
nor dkox (m)'_+R tj for m > 0 and ca o X(0) > j, since this would imply t,oox (m)
gox (,n ) tRtj, which is impossible since
(t
n )nE N is a counter-example sequence .
We now know that the n9 sequences (dko•X
(n))fEN
are not counter-example sequences
for any increasing function X . We can proceed to extract subsequences one after the other
so that after all these extractions, we get sequences of n 9-tuples in which each n9 -tuple
pseudo-derivates componentwise to the next n g-tuple. For instance, (d1Qn)nEN is not
a counter-example sequence, therefore one can extract by
10, an increasing sequence,
(d2(r,y,( n ))
fEN
which is not a counter-example sequence, and then one can extract by
0 1
o
02 an increasing sequence . . ., and so on . More precisely, for j > i, there exist n 9
increasing functions Y'1,
. . . , On9 such that
dlvo3(j)
R
dlao,(i)
d2o ,10,P,2(j)
R
d2Q*Gio~G2(i)
d,90'01e+y,o
. .
.OP
.,(j)
R
dn9Q0 1
0,,2o
. .
.o%„ 9
(i)
Let us write
10 = 01
0
02
0 . . . o
7An 9 ,
ik satisfies
9o0(n) = tV( ,P(n))
and
(Vi E N)(Vj E N)(Vk E [1.n91) j > i =>
dkap(j)
R
dkO'w (i)
Using part (3) of the definition of pseudo-derivability, one gets
> i & tw(O(j))
R
tm(+t•( i))
which contradicts the fact that (tn)nEN is a counter-example sequence . 0
In the previous theorem, the key condition is well-foundedness since basicity can be
decided by rather simple algorithms . To make the proof of well-foundedness easier it
is often better to work on rewrite orderings instead of pseudo-derivabilities . To extend
Theorem 2.1 to rewrite orderings, we have to impose a specific property on the set
of rewrite rules and the derivability relation that it generates . We call this property
projectivity . We will prove that for projective rewrite systems, pseudo-derivability is a
relation contained in derivability .
DEFINITION 2 .4 . (PROJECTIVITY) A set S of rewrite rules is projective with respect to
a set R of rewrite rules, if for every left-hand side g of a rule in S and for every pair
Well rewrite orderings
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Q * Q
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ftb
60 00 40
/
Figure 1 . Projectivity
(0, 9) of substitutions, one has
[d
l O'
`.R d19 n . . . A dio' ~R die A . . . A dngU *+R dn,e)
90 -'R 90
where Sig is {g -+ dl, . . . , g -+ d,,,) .
A set R of rewrite rules is projective, if it is projective with respect to itself .
In the body of this paper we only consider projectivity. Use of projectivity with respect
to a strict subset of rules is restricted to the appendix . The relation
*+eM8
that we called
embedding is projective : since the rules are of the form f(x1 i . . . , xn ) -+ xi, projectivity
means
[8 1
-+EMBt1A
. . . A 8i
- EMB ti A
. . .ASn
-+EMgtnj
f(si,
. .
.,8n)-+EMBf(t1,
. . .,tn)
and is obvious . For a relation --+p like this used in Theorem 1 .2, projectivity means
[81- .4t1 A . . .Asi-+*p ti A . . .Asn -9tn
]
p(81i . . .,Sn)-9 p(t1,
. . .,tn)
where p is a pattern and is also obvious, but the theorem it yields is less general than
Puel's theorem due to our use of basicity instead of unavoidability . An intuitive interpre-
tation of projectivity and a justification of the name is as follows (see also Figure 1) . A
term s rewrites to a term t with the same top pattern, if all "projections" of s rewrite
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to the "projections" oft . Here, "projection" means replacement of the top pattern g by
d if a rule g --+ d exists. This also means that the knowledge of derivations dio -".R d;8
can be lifted up to a derivation go `•R gO. The situation can be complicated when the
right-hand side of a rule is a non variable term and especially when this right-hand side
overlaps other left-hand sides. This is a typical situation with basic term rewrite systems .
It is then not trivial that what is known on derivations between instances of right-hand
sides can be lifted-up to derivations between instances of left-hand sides . Projectivity
has been shown by Uwe Waldmann to be undecidable in general (terminating and non
terminating) rewrite systems (see appendix). In Section 4, we describe a procedure (not
a decision algorithm) for proving projectivity of terminating rewrite systems . In the case
of projective term rewrite systems, derivability always contains pseudo-derivability . The
example of section 3.1 shows that the inclusion can be strict .
PROPOSITION 2.2 . If R is a projective set of rewrite rules, then the R-pseudo-derivability
relation,
C* R, is contained in the R-derivability relation,
-' +R, i.e ., c~+R
C '+R .
PROOF. Let us recall the axiomatic definition of R-derivability .
S -.Rs
do-.Rt
9o-*Rt
(4)
for g-.deR (5)
81~Rt1,
. . .,Sn-•Rtn 	
for (fE.F)
( 6 )
f(s1,
. .
.,8n)-Rf(t1,
. . .,tn)
We have to prove that s '-.R t ==* s "•R t . The proof is by induction on the complexity
of the proof of s
`.R
t .
If 8`y*Rt uses inference rule (1), this is obvious by inference rule (4) .
Ifs = go and do, L
*
t then by induction do '•R t and by inference rule (5) s '*R t .
If s =_ go, t = gO and d1o
`-FR
d10, . . ., dn9o ` --R
dn9 B, by induction
d1o "+R d10, . . ., dn9o -!~R dn98
and by projectivity this implies go -*R
90
which is 8
"+R t-
0
Therefore, we may state the main theorem as a corollary of Theorem 2.1 .
THEOREM 2.2 . (WELL REWRITE ORDERINGS) Let R be a finite, basic and projective
set of rewrite rules . If R-derivability is well-founded, then it is a well rewrite ordering .
The preservation of well-quasi orderedness by extension of an ordering (or incremen-
tality) entails that given a set S of rewrite rules and a basic, projective and terminating
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set R of rewrite rules such that I --+ r E R implies I - +
S
r then --+S is a well rewrite
ordering .
Since the relation with "'+p is trivially well-founded, we may state a corollary about em-
bedding with patterns which contains as special case Higman's Theorem (Theorem 1 .1) .
COROLLARY 2.1 . If P is a set of patterns that contains a basic set of patterns, then the
relation --*p is a well rewrite ordering .
As already mentioned, this corollary does not subsume Puel's theorem since basicity is
more restrictive than unavoidability . Proving Theorem 2.2 with unavoidability instead of
basicity is an interesting open question .
3. Examples
3.1 . AN EXAMPLE THAT CONTAINS A RULE f(f(x)) -+ f (g(f(x)))
Proving termination of rule f (f(x)) --+ f (g(f (x))) is a classical problem (Dershowitz
1979) because f (f(x)) is embedded in f (g(f(x))) and simplification orderings fail . Several
methods have been proposed, for instance Puel's SRPO which is based on her embedding
with patterns (Puel Rewriting Techniques and Applications 1989) . Let T be the following
set of rewrite rules :
where S(x) is either x or g(x) or g(f(g(x))) and F _ {f, g, a}, the arity of f and g is 1,
and the arity of a is 0 . . We drop parentheses in the sequel . We want to prove that
- +
T
is a well rewrite ordering on T(.F) .
Claim 1. The derivability relation -++T is well-founded. We show that the rewrite relation
--+T applied to a term a E {f, g} *a decreases the quantity (d(a),1(a)), where I is the
length function and d counts the number of duplicated letters f and g. d can be defined
formally as follows :
Note that d(afff3) - 1 = d(afgf/3) . Similarly d(aggf3) - 1 = d(agfgf3) = d(ag,0) .
Suppose now that (d(a fg,3), l(a fgf3)) = (m, p) and
(d(agg/3), l(agg/3)) = (n,
q) and
apply rule (3 .3) that is f(g(x)) -+ x to afg/ and apply the variant g(g(x)) -+ x of
rule (3 .2) to aggf. The following arrays give for each value of a and /3 the value of
d(a) = 0
d(fa) = 0 d(ffa) = d(fa) + 1 d(gfa) = d(fa)
d(ga) = 0 d(fga) = d(ga) d(gga) = d(ga) + 1
f(f(x)) -+ f(g(f(x))) (3
.1)
g(g(x))
-+ S(x) (3.2)
f(g(x))
x (3.3)
g(f(x)) -+ x
(3.4)
(d(a,3), l(a,3))
f(g(x)) -
x
Var(g) = U Var(d)
dERIg
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x
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Values after applying rule (3 .4) are obtained by symmetry . In each case the quantity
(d,1) decreases and therefore the rewrite system terminates .
Claim 2
. T is basic
. If A is the set {f (a), g(a), a}, it can be easily seen that one of the
patterns f (f(x)), g(g(x)), f (g(x)) or, g(f(x)) subsumes any term in T (Y) \ A .
Claim 3. T is projective . The proof of this claim will be done in Section 4 .
Therefore the derivability relation
:'R
is a well-quasi-order . Notice that
indeed f f ga -`*T f a, but one does not have f f ga C
-*T f a .
3 .2 . ANOTHER EXAMPLE THAT CANNOT CONTAIN THE EMBEDDING
Bachmair, Dershowitz, and Plaisted (1989) mention an ordering that cannot be
simplification ordering . It can be defined by the set of rewrite rules
a
This system can be easily proved basic and terminating . Its projectivity is proved in
the next section .
I
4. Proving projectivity of terminating rewrite systems
In this section we propose a procedure based on narrowing for proving projectivity of
linear and terminating rewrite systems . First let us state a trivial and useful necessary
condition for projectivity namely
a ft d a,13 , l a,Q
e a (m, p - 2)
e
f/3' (m,p - 2)
e g,0' (m - 1,p - 2)
a'f a (m-1,p-2)
a'f f,Q' (m,p-2)
a'f
go'
(m-2,p-2)
a'g a (m, p - 2)
a'g f/' (m,p - 2)
a'g
g/3' (m, p
,
- 2)
I a I /3 H (d(a/),1(af))
e a (n-1,q-2)
E f,3 (n-2,q-2)
e g,3' (n- 1,q-2)
a'f a (n - 2,q - 2)
a'f ff3' (n,q-2)
a'f gl3'
(n - 2,q- 2)
a'g a (n - 1,q- 2)
a'g f /3' (n - 2,q - 2)
a'g
gf' (n
- 2,q -
2)
f(h(x)) -* f(i(x)) g(h(z)) -+ x
g(i(x)) -+ g(h(x)) h(x) x
f(f(x)) - f(x) i(x) -~ x
g(g(x)) - g(x) f(g(x)) -' g(z)
f (=(x)) -
x
g(f(x)) f(x)
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where do"
o'(x)[rp]p2 .
4 .1 . A SIMPLE CASE
Here we are going first to consider rewrite systems such that
card(RIs)
< 1, i .e ., given
a term there is at most one rule with this term as left-hand side . Projectivity is then
(dg -+ d E R)(Yo, 8 E E(T (F, X)))
do,
--%R
do ==* go, -4R go
LEMMA 4.1 . Without loss of generality one can assume that do -+R do satisfies three
more properties.
(1) There is at least one rewrite i.e ., do
-}+R
do and o # 9 .
(2) No term si in the sequence do -+ sl	s„ - do matches d . In other words,
(Vi E [l .
.n])(Vp E E(T(F, X)))
si
0 dp•
(8) No rewrite occurs in the substitution part, which means one does not have
do = do"o' '+ to' -+ to' - do
"t-,P
= P1P2, PI
E O(t), tlpl = x, o'(x)lp , = lp and oi(x)
PROOF . (1) is obvious. If a rewrite sequence does not satisfy (2), then it can be decom-
posed into do *+ dol _+ doe -+ . . . do„ "'+ do where all the rewrites satisfy (2), thus
9
0'
_+
901!+
902 . .
.9on
'+ go
If a sequence does not satisfy (3), let to' -+ to', be the first rewrite in the substitution
part. Since R is linear, rewrites that occur in the substitution part can be permuted and
one obtains
do"o' -+ do,"o,' __*+ to, ' __*+ do
and by induction
90" 0' *' 90.1' 0,1 *' go
a
Now recall the definition of narrowing (Fay 1979, Hullot 80) .
DEFINITION 4 .1 . (NARROWING) s narrows to t at position p by rule I , r and substi-
tution o, written
s -AV-+ t
if p is a position ins, o = mgu(sl p ,1) and t = so[ro]p .
PROPOSITION 4 .1 . If do and do satisfy conditions (1), (2), and (4) of lemma 4 .1 above
then there exists a narrowing derivation
d -J~+
Sl - ~i 8
2 . . .
-AV---' Sn
P1 ,1 1-1, 1 1
P2d2-2a2 Pn . 1 n *- - n
where Var(sn ) fl Var(d) = 0 up to renaming of the variables of d, Sn p = do where the
substitution 0 ® p defined as 0 ® p(x) = 0(x) if x E Var(d) and 0 ® p(x) = p(x) if
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X
E Var(sn ) is a most general unifier of sn and d, o = o . . . onp, and no sioi+1 . . . on
with i E [l . .n - 1] matches d.
PROOF . Note (Hullot 1980) that
d A- 81
-A,--+ 82
. . .
-~- sn
P1,11-l ' .1 P2,12-+'2 .s2 Pn .lw-n,vn
is equivalent to
do1 . . .an
-+
S1o2 . .
.o
n - + 8203 . . . on	Sn
P1
.11-1 P2,12-+r2 P-1 .-•1 n
where no rewrite takes place in the substitution part . Since no rewrite takes place in the
substitution part, the derivation
do1 . . .on
p
--p 81o-2 . . .onp 82o3 . . .onp
. . .
-i snP
=
d9
P1 . 1
1 - ''1
P3 ,12-+r2
is equivalent to the previous one . The fact that no sioi+1 . . . on with i E [l ..n-1] matches
d comes from condition (2) of Lemma 4 .1. E
A PROCEDURE FOR TESTING PROJECTIVITY OF TERMINATING REWRITE SYSTEMS
Consider a terminating rewrite system R and narrowing derivations starting from d
and stopping only on two kinds of terms s :
1 s matches d. This means that s is the first term in the sequence that matches d .
2 No narrowing is applicable . Because of basicity, s is a variable .
In addition we can remove narrowings
s -A\r. s'
P,1-r,s
where so matches d . More generally, one can remove narrowings such that to 1 o2 . . .ono
matches d where t is an "ancestor" of s in the narrowing tree and
0110`2 .
. . an are the
labeling substitutions in this tree .
In the narrowing tree, one considers only terms s such that a substitution 9®p unifies s
and d and one builds substitutions o and 0 as in Proposition 4 .1 . Since R is terminating
go -+ g9 can be checked by trying all possible rewrites starting from go . Correctness
of this procedure is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 4.1 . The procedure
terminates only when the narrowing tree is finite, which is the case in the forthcoming
examples, but this is not true in general as shown by the following example
f (x) + y -+ x + g(y)
f(x+y) - x+f(y)
for which we have the following infinite narrowing chain satisfying the above properties
x` 1 >
+ f(z)
• l,J(~('))+v-'s(')+a(P)al x(2) +
gf(z)
. . .
x(n ) + gn f (z) - --
rl,J(=(~+l)
.+,)
x(n}l
)
+ gn+1 f(z)
. . .
+y-»s(
+a(v) .e∎
Figure 2 gives a tree which is the narrowing derivations starting from f g fx and cor-
responding to the example of Section 3 .1 . In this figure and in the following array we
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fgfx
Figure 2 . Narrowing derivation from f g f x .
drop parentheses and we represent by a simple arrow labeled by the number of the rule
the case when the narrowing substitution restricted to variables of s is the identity . The
narrowing arrows are labeled only by the number of the rule and the substitution . It is
expected that the reader can rebuild the position . To conclude for projectivity, one has
just to check that go "+ go in each case where s unifies with d, using a most general
unifier o ® p, actually every node in the figure . For each label p, o, do, o, go, and go are
given in the following array. The reader is invited to check that go actually rewrites to
go . The renamed d that unifies with sp is supposed to be f g f x' .
fgfu u
Figure 3 gives the narrowing starting at term f i(x) (the only interesting case) for the
rewrite system of Section 3 .2. This yields only two cases to look at .
Case 1 . p = {x --4 i(y)} and o = id . go = fhi(y) -+ fh(y) = go .
Case 2 . p = {x '--* f i(y)} and 0 = id . go = f h f i(y) --+ f h(y) = go .
I p ~
o
I sp = do I
o
I go go
a x F-+
gfy x' '--' y fgfy
x'-'
gfy ffgfy ffy
b id x' '-+ y
fgfy x'- ' fy fffy ffy
c y'--+ fgfz x' '-+ z fgfz x gfgfz f fgfgfz ffz
d id x''-
+gfy fgfgfy
x'-r
fy fffy ffgfy
e y'-+ fz
x' '-' z
fgfz xgfz ffgfz ffz
f y'-+ fgfz x'
'-4 z
fgfz x'' gfgfz ffgfgfz ffz
g z'--+ gfu
x'- u
fgfu x'-' gfgfu ffgfgfu ffu
h id x''-+ u fgfu x i-• gf fu f fgf fu ffu
i u'--r
fgfv
x' '-+ v
fgfv x'-' gfgfgfv ffgfgfgfv ffv
j id x''--+ gz
fgfgz
x'--. ggz f fggz f fgz
l \°
x
Figure 3 . Narrowing derivation from f i(x) .
4.2 . GENERAL CASE
The above method generalizes to rewriting systems with some g with card(Rlg) > 1
.
First narrowing extends to tuples of terms by using an extra operator (D and by defining
(Si . . .
. )Ski
. . .,SP) o--A\t_+(tl, . . .,tk, . . .,t,)
r,I-r
.e
iff
®(s1,
. .
.,Sk)
	
,
)
V
(01	
tk, . . .,tP)
k,,t-r.a
Suppose Rig = {d 1 i . . . , d
P
} . The procedure starts from the uple (dl,
.,4)
and uses
generalized narrowing. The construction of the narrowing tree stops on (s l , . . . , Sp ) when
each si is a variable or one si matches di i .e ., si = di r and (s l , . . . , s,) has an ancestor
(a1,
. . . , aP )
with aj = d1 r for each j # i. Then we look at each node in the narrowing
tree for which there exists p and 8 with t1p = d 19, t 2p = d29, . . .and tnp =
40
. As
previously, c is c1 . . . c„ p where o, ,, . . . , a n are substitutions used to reach (t 1, . . . , t,)
from (dl, . . ., d,) . If in each case gc !+ g9 then the rewrite system is projective . With
Higman's embedding, i.e ., with the rewrite system
f(x1 i . . . , xP ) -+ xi for all i E
[l
. .p]
CM6
the narrowing tree boils down to the unique node
(x1,
. . . , xp ) and the proof of projectivity
is straightforward .
5. Conclusion
This study offers a general method for proving the well quasi-orderedness of rewrite or-
derings, based essentially on three properties : well-foundedness, basicity and projectivity .
This leaves at least two open questions, namely,
to extend rewrite orderings to pattern path orderings along the lines proposed by
Puel (Rewriting Techniques and Applications 1989),
to extend the scope of the main theorem especially by relaxing the condition that
the left-hand sides have to form a basic set, for instance left-hand sides could be
only unavoidable .
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Appendix: Undecidability of projectivity
In this section, one finds a proof of the undecidability of the projectivity due to Uwe
Waldmann, Max-Planck-Institut fir Informatik, Saarbrucken, Germany .
THEOREM .1 . (UNDECIDABILITY OF THE PROJECTIVITY) Projectivity is undecidable, even
in the case of monadic term rewrite systems .
LEMMA .1 . Given a monadic signature F, a term rewrite system R over .7 and two
ground terms t E T(F) and t' E T(F), it is undecidable whether t
`+R
t' .
This lemma can easily be proved using a result by Post (1947) on the undecidability
of the word problem for (semi-)Thue systems .
We can now reduce the proof of reachability for two terms t and t' to 'a proof of the
projectivity of a term rewrite system built from R.
Let t and t' be two terms of T(F) and let R be a rewrite system . One builds an
associated rewrite system R' on T(.F') where F' is defined by
.F'=Y W la, b,f,h} Lti {kill-+r ER}
with new constants a and b, monadic functions f and h ; ki is an ni-ary function symbol
if 1 contains exactly ni variables . We define R' by
Re =RU{l-•kl(xl, . . .,xn,)I1-*rER}
U { f (a) --+ t, t' f (b), h(a) -+ h(b), f (x) --r h(z) }
The proof is now made of three lemmas :
LEMMA .2 . R U { I -4 ki(xl	n,) I 1 - r E R } is projective with respect to R'
PROOF .
ki(x1, . . . , x
n , )o
-+R' ki(xl,
. . . , xn,)9 implies x,nd -+R' x rn8 for all m E [1 . .n,],
thus to -*-+R , 19. D
LEMMA .3 . {f (a) -+ t, t' -+ f(b), h(a) --* h(b)} is projective with respect to R'
PROOF. All rewrite rules are ground. 0
From Lemma .2 and Lemma .3 we see that R' is projective if and only if the only rule
f (x) --+ h(x) is projective with respect to R' if and only if f (a) "+R, f (b) .
LEMMA .4 . f (a) *-+R' f (b) if and only t !R t'
PROOF. f (a) `+R' f (b) if and only if t -+RS f (b) if and only if t -'+R' t' . Let us show that
this last derivation can be made using rules of R only. Suppose indeed that t-+R' t' using
a rule 1 --+ ki(x1, . . . , xn ,) at position p . Then there exists a variable-deleting rule that
is applied above p and the application of I -+ ki(x1 i . . . , x n ,) can be omitted . A similar
argument holds for t' --+ f (b) . Hence in the derivation t *+R' t' none of the function
symbols is generated . Thus the rules f (a) - t, h(a) -+ h(b) and f (z) -+ h(z) are not
applied, thus t --!~R t' . 0
